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REMARKS ON PRESCRIBING GAUSS CURVATURE

XINGWANG XU AND PAUL C. YANG

Abstract. We study the nonlinear partial differential equation for the problem

of prescribing Gauss curvature K on S2 . We give an example of a rotationally

symmetric K for which the Kazdan-Warner obstruction is satisfied but the

equation has no rotationally symmetric solution. On the other hand, we give a

simple sufficient condition for solvability of the equation when A" is rotationally

symmetric. Finally we give a sufficient condition for solvability when K is not

necessarily rotationally symmetric.

1. Introduction

The standard 2-sphere S2 = {x2 + x\ + x2 = 1} with its natural metric

go = dx2+dx2+dx2 has constant Gauss curvature ATo = 1. Under a conformai

change of metric g = e2ugo , the Gauss curvature K of the metric g is given

by the equation

(1.1) M + Ke2u = l.

The problem of characterizing the function K for which (1.1) has a solution
has received much attention in the literature [A, BC, Bo, CY1, CY2, ChD,

ChS, ES, Ha, Ho, K, KW, M, SZ, Z]. In particular, we recall the subtle implicit
condition discovered by Kazdan and Warner [KW]:

(1.2) f(VK,Vxk)e2u = 0,       k = 1,2,3.

This condition gives rise to many examples of K for which (1.2) is not solv-
able. In particular, a rotationally symmetric function K = K{xi) which is

monotone and nonconstant does not admit a solution. Although there has been

many known criteria for the existence of solutions to equation (1.1) involving

the nondegeneracy of the function K, the possibility that the following condi-

tion is a necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability of ( 1.1 ) remains

open:

(a) There exists a function u for which equation (1.2) holds.

In this article we will first give a family of rotationally symmetric functions

Ke = ATe(x3) with the property that K'e changes sign, thus assuring the existence

of function ue satisfying (1.2). However, the family K£ has a monotone limit

K as s tends to 0, thus the equation (1.1) does not have a solution. We will
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show that for sufficiently small e the equation (1.1) with K = KE cannot have

a rotationally symmetric solution, by proving a compactness property of such a

family of solutions uE.

In this example, the functions Ke have the property that K'£ changes sign

over the region where Ke is negative. It is natural to investigate the following

condition:

{a')  K' has both positive and negative values in the region where K > 0.

We will show that condition {a') is in fact sufficient condition for the solv-

ability of equation (1.1) provided we impose a nondegeneracy condition on the

critical points of K. More precisely, we prove

Theorem 2. Let K = K{x$) be a rotationally symmetric function which is non-

degenerate, i.e., K"{q) t¿ 0 where K'{q) = 0. If K satisfies condition {a'),

then equation (1.1) has a solution.

Previously Hong [Ho] and Cheng-Smoller [ChS] had given sufficient condi-

tions for the solvability of ( 1.1 ) as an ordinary differential equation. In the case

of rotational symmetry an extremizing sequence of rotationally symmetric func-

tions for the relevant functional can only blow up at the two poles. Hence, the

nondegeneracy conditions are only imposed at the poles in the results of Hong

and Cheng-Smoller. In our case we treat the equation as a partial differential

equation and we need to impose nondegeneracy conditions at all the possible

blowup points. We do not know whether the solutions we obtain are in fact

rotationally symmetric.
As a finally remark we point out that in the general case where K need not

be rotationally symmetric, it suffices to consider the behavior of VAT over the

region where K is positive. More precisely we have the following improvement

of a previous result by one of us [CY2]:

Theorem 3. Let K be a smooth function on S2 with only nondegenerate critical
points in the region Q. = {p\ K{p) > 0} ; in fact, we assume that AK ^ 0 for all

critical points Q £ Q of K. Let p + 1 = number of local maxima Q £ Q of

K, and q = number of saddle points Q € Í2 with AK{Q) > 0.
If p ^ q, equation (1.1) has a solution.

The proof is a modification of the argument in [CY2].

The analysis required to prove Theorems 2 and 3 is the control of the concen-

tration phenomenon as given in [CY1] and a companion compactness theorem

for conformai metrics given in the appendix of [CY3].

2. Consequences of Moser's inequality

In this section we recall without proof the basic analytic facts about concen-

trating mass distributions derived in [CY1] from the fundamental inequality of

Moser [M].
For u £ Hx, g = e2ugo gives rise to a conformai metric on S2. Under a con-

formal transformation of S2 we denote the pull back metric <p*g = e2Tl<p^u)go ,

thus we have in particular, T[cf>]{u) = uo<f>+ ± log(det dtp). We frequently make

use of the following family of conformai transformations of S"2 : given Q £ S2

and t > 1, let y be the stereographic coordinates obtained by projecting from

Q, as the North Pole, to the equatorial y\,y2 plane. <pQj will denote the
conformai transformation given in the y coordinates by 4>Q,tiy) = iy ■  The
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totality of such conformai transformations is homeomorphic to the unit ball in

i?3, as we can make explicit by taking q = '-^j-Q. For u e Hl, let

S[u] = -l\Vu\2 + 2u,    J[u] = log-le2u-S[u],    F[u] = log Í Ke2u - S[u].

The Euler equation for the critical point of the functional F is given by (1.1).

Lemma 2.1 [O, OPS]. J[u] < 0, with equality only in the case e2u = det dcß,
where <f> is a conformai transformation of S2 .

Denote by Z/" the class of functions u £ Hx satisfying

x¡e2udv = 0,        i =1,2,3.L
Lemma 2.1' [CY1]. There exist a constant 1/2 < a < 1 such that for u £ Z7,
we have

4e2u <exp \a 4 \Vu\2 + 2 -I u\

Lemma 2.2 (Concentration Lemma). Given a sequence u¡ £ Hx with S[Uj] < C,

then either (i) /1 Vm|2 < Ci or (ii) a subsequence e2uj dA concentrates at a point

Q £ S2 : for any continuous function f we have

lim-ffe2u>=f{Q).
7-»oo J

We introduce a parameter which measures the extent of concentration:

Definition. We say u £ Z9q t if T[<pQ ,]{u) £ Z?. In this case, we also write

Q — Qiu) and t = t{u). (Such a conformai transformation can be shown to
exist by a simple topological argument.)

For very concentrated mass e2u dA , we have the following:

Lemma 2.3 (Asymptotic formula). For each fê2 function f, we have

fe2u = f{Q) + 2Af(Q)r2{lo&t)

+ 0{\Vf{Q)\rx{logtTx'2{S[u])x/2).

./•

In order to apply the previous lemma effectively we need to make sure that the

error term is of lower order than the main term. For this reason we introduce a

flow in Hx along which S[u] decreases without changing the {Q,t) parameter

of concentration. We formulate this as the following

Lemma 2.4 (Lifting Lemma). Given zz0 € -9qa with t large and S[u] < n, there

exists a continuous path uy £ Hx, 0 < y < yo » with u{0) = uq , uy £ <9qj , and

J[uy] and F[uy] both increasing functions of y so that, at the endpoint,

S[uYo] = 0{\VK{Q)\)2r2 logt + 0{r2).

The Lifting Lemma was proved in [CY2] under the assumption that K is

strictly positive. Here we make the simple observation that in case K is allowed

to have negative values, the previous arguments still go through provided we
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start with Uq £ Hx* = {u £ Hx \ J Ke2u dv > 0}. From this we observe that

the flow introduced in [CY2] remains in the class Hx* ; namely, using

/■
KeLU> =exp{F[uy] + S[Uy]},

and the fact that -^F[uy] > 0 and S[u7] > 0, we see that j Ke2u-> is always

positive. Hence we have the (modified) Lifting Lemma 2.4.

3. NONEXISTENCE

Suppose Kg{6) is a family of smooth functions of 0 satisfying the following

condition: there exist 0 < <50 < ¿i < S2 < ô^ < n such that

1. KE{S0) = 0, Ke(ôl) = -l, K'e{o2) = 0, K£{0) = 1, -2 < Ke <+1 ;
2. For 0 < e < ¿3, AT£(0) = K{e), i.e., Ke{6) does not depend on e ;
3. K'{8) < 0 for 0 < 8 < S2 and K'{8) < 0 for â2 < 0 < ¿3 ;
4. 0 < K'E{8) < e for ô}<e<n;
5. K{e)<-1 for all S\ < 0 < n .

We set up coordinates (0,0) on S2 such that O<0<7t, Q <</> <2n , and

(0, 4>) = N, {k , <f>) = S. We will prove the following:

Theorem 1. There exists an so > 0 such that KE{8) cannot be realized as a

Gaussian curvature of some metric on S2 which is rotationally symmetric and

pointwise conformai to the standard metric for all e < £0 .

We will use an indirect argument. Suppose the conclusion is false; then there

exists a sequence e, tending to zero such that the equation

(3.1) Au + K£ie2u=l

would have a solution, ut,. Integrating (3.1), we drop the subscript i for

convenience,

(3.2) / KEe2u' dv = 4n.
Js>

Kazdan-Warner's condition [KW] applied to the rotationally symmetric eigen-

function X3 = cos(0) gives,

(3.3) /     / K'esin2{6)e2u'ded<p = 0.
Jo    Jo

Lemma 3.1. The volume of {S2, e2Ueg0) is uniformly bounded from below and

above.

Proof. Since KE < 1, by (3.2) we have

(3.4) 4n= [ Kee2uc dv < [ e2u' dv = volume of {S2, e2u*g0).
Js2 Js*

This proves the lower bound.

By Ahlfors's generalized Schwarz lemma, u£ is bounded from above by the

hyperbolic metric on the disk S\ < 0 < n, and hence uniformly bounded from

above on the smaller disk ¿4 < 0 < n , where ô\ < Ô4 < 62 is any fixed number.

Therefore, we have

(3.5) /     / e2u'sin{8)ddd(j)<M.
Jo   JSa
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Using (3.3), we have

(3.6)
f2jr    rn

0<   /     / K'E[sin{8)]2e2u<dddtp
Jo    Jo)

/•2n    pn

<e        /   e2u'sin{d) de dcp<eM.
Jo   Ja*"3

Now using (3.3), (3.4), and the fact that K'(8) < 0 on the interval (0, <53),
we have

!     i\-K'{e)][sin{e)]2e2u'ded(p
(3.7) Jo    h    2n

< I    f K'{8)sin2{8)e2u<ded<p<eM
Jo   Js3

for any 0 <ô <Sq .

Since K'{8) sin(0) is bounded away from zero on {Ô, ¿4), we must have

p2jl      rS$

(3.8) /     /   e2u'sin{8)ded<p<M\
Jo      Jô

uniformly in e, where 0 < 6 < Sq . We also have

<-2x    re

e2u<sin{e) de dcp
[¿n     po

Jo    Jo
-1    r2n    râ

k)     \4n~ Í     f   Ke2usin{8)d8d(f>\ <Cst.   D
''   J     {        Jo    Js J

<      inf
\O<0<<5

Lemma 3.2. The diameter of {S2, e2u'go) is bounded.

Proof. By the Schwarz lemma we have a bound for the diameter of the region

S2 < 8 < 71. Since the metric is rotationally symmetric, by the method of the
proof of the Rauch comparison theorem, we have a bound for distances in the

0 direction on the region 0 < 0 < ô, hence for the diameter of the region

0 < 0 < ô for S < So . Thus it suffices to give a bound for the diameter of the

region ô < 8 < ô2. This means that we need to bound the length of the radial
geodesies:

(3.10) f2eu',
Js

and the length of the (p circles 0 = 0n for ô < 0O < 62 :

(3.11) 2neu'(6o) sin(0o).

The length of the radial geodesic can be bounded using the Cauchy-Schwarz

inequality:

rô2        r rs2    ,       11/2   / /• \ '/2
/   eu'<\l    -^-r^de       •    / e2"' sin(0) de)     <Cst.

Js \JS   sin(0) \Js<e<ó2 )
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To control the length of the 0-circles we use the Fubini theorem. Let p{6) =
a

/0 eUt dd be the radial distance from the cf> circle to the North Pole, and let

A{p) = area of the ball of radius p and L{p) = length of the boundary circle =

2nsindeUei'e). Differentiating, using Fubini's theorem, we have

d A
^ = L{p) = 2nsin{e)eUÁ6).

By the Bishop Comparison Theorem [BiC],

d_A/dl<d_A^dl    for0<0<¿
A A0

where Aq is the corresponding area function on the hyperbolic surface of curva-

ture -2. Since the radial diameter is bounded, we see that   A°J p is a bounded

function, and hence
dA
-j- < AM0 < (sup^)M0.    D

Lemma 3.3. S[uE] is uniformly bounded from above.

Proof. By the previous argument and the Li-Yau estimates on the first eigen-

value [LY], we know that if XE is the first nonzero eigenvalue of the Laplace

operator Ae associated to the Riemannian metrics e2"cgo on S2, then XE >

A > 0, where A is a constant not depending on e. By Lemma 3.1, we have

I K2e2u* dv<M.
s2

Then by [CY3, Theorem in Appendix], we see that there exists a conformai

transformation 4>E such that if we define

(3.12) wE = uEo(pE + {log\d(pE\,

then JS2 \VwE\2dv is uniformly bounded from above. Consequently, \Js2wedv\

is also uniformly bounded from above. Therefore S[wE] is uniformly bounded

from above and below. It is well known that S[wE] = S[uE]. The proof of

Lemma 3.3 is complete.   G

From the bounds on / |Vu>£|2, we can derive immediately, using the Green's

function, the following estimate:

voE{Q)-jw\<   j'{-AwE){x)G{x, Q) < J\Kee2w° - 1| \G{x, Q)\dx

<sup\KE\.(^Je4uA     • (^J \G{x, Q)\2^j     + Cst.

Using Lemma 2.1 with u = 2wE,

[e4w< < exp ¡4 -I \VwE\2 + 4 -l wE\ < Cst.

We see that wE is bounded uniformly independent of £ . Rewriting (3.12) as

uE = wE o (f>~x - i log |d4>E|, we conclude that uE is a bounded perturbation

of the main term  -A \og\d(pE\.   If 4>E  is a bounded sequence of conformai
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transformations, then a subsequence of uE converges to a function and we can

pass to the limit to obtain a function u satisfying

Au+ (limK. )e2u= 1.

This contradicts the Kazdan-Warner condition. On the other hand, if <pE is not

a bounded sequence of conformai transformations, say <t>Ej = <$>q ,t¡ with tj

tending to oo, it follows that a subsequence Q¡ converges to some Q £ S2. We

must have 6(Q) < ô\, for otherwise e2"eJ would be unbounded in contradiction

to the Schwarz lemma. On the other hand, we have

lim [{WK, Vcos(0))e2"£ = -Ä"'(0(ß))sin(0(ß)) > 0,
;'-»ooj

again in contradiction with the Kazdan-Warner condition if Q is not the North

Pole. Finally in the case Q is the North Pole, we can evaluate asymptotically

the integral, using a = K"{0) < 0,

L (VK,Vcos{e))e2u* = anlogt,+ 0\\
o<e<s} tj V li

while

Js
{VK,Vcos{e))e2u° =0[\) .

s}<e<n \tj J

This again gives a contradiction to the Kazdan-Warner condition.

4. Existence results

We give the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 in this section.

Proof of Theorem 2. We introduce a 2-dimensional variational scheme. Let the

local positive maxima of AT be 8\,Q2, ... ,6n listed in the order 0 < A"(0i) <

AT(02) < • • • < K{6fi). These correspond in general to circles 0 = 0, on the

sphere, except when 0, is at the end point. Fix a plane domain Í2 obtained

by deleting yV - 1 disjoint disks from a large disk. Label the boundary circles

of il as T\ ,T2, ... ,Tn . Fix a diffeomorphism <p mapping each T, onto the

circle 0 = 0,, and in the case 0 = 0, is a pole, map all of T, to the pole. Let

Zf be the family of continuous maps u: Q. >-» HX*{S2) with the properties

(I) lim S[up] = 0
p—>öO

and

(II) lim   e2»>dA = S,{C),

where Hx* = {v £ Hx\ JKe2v > 0}.

The max-min problem we consider is the following: Let

p = sup min F[up].
u£.t pen

Claim 1. For each u £ ZT, the minimum is achieved at some p £ Q. and this

minimum value F[up] satisfies

F[up]<logK{el)-s.
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Proof of Claim 1. It follows from assumption (a') that either N = 1 in

which case 0 = 0i is not a pole, or N > 1 so that there exist at least two

boundary curves in  T\ ,T2, ... ,Tn .   Consider the center of mass surface

S:pH / e2u"X' / Je2u" = C.M.{e2u>). Let TE be the tubular neighborhood

of the curve {0 = 0i} . By the observation above, d{TE) must meet S at some

point J e2Up X / J e2u". When e is sufficiently small, e2u"dA is very concen-

trated. Thus we can apply the asymptotic formula to see that

F[up] = log (-^ÍKe2u- dÀ\ - S[up] < logÄ-(Öi) -«■

We consider a maximizing sequence up¡ of minima, satisfying F[up^] >

F[up'¡], F[Up)] / p. We need to show that a subsequence of up¡ converges.

If the Dirichlet integrals / iVzzj,'. |2 remain bounded, then a subsequence would

converge to a weak limit which is in fact a solution of equation (1.1).

Suppose for the maximizing sequence up¡ , there is no upper bound for

/ IVw^l2 . From the inequality

p-e< F[u%] = log (¿ j Ke2^ - S\u$),

we see that S[upl¡] < Cst. Thus the Concentration Lemma shows that a subse-

quence of Up, concentrates at a point Qn . Clearly we must have K{Qo) > 0.

The Lifting Lemma then shows that we may assume without loss of generality

that S[Up}] < 1 when i is sufficiently large.

Claim 2.  0((2o) is a critical point of K .

Proof of Claim 2. Assume on the contrary that VAT(0(Qo)) ¥" 0- Let TE be a

tubular neighborhood of the circle 0 = 0(Qo) • We will modify the maps up^

over the portion A = {p £ Q| up^ £ Sqj with q = {t - l)/tQ £ TE} , to obtain

a competing map Vp^ such that the q parameter of vp'^ no longer enters the

region TE, but, F[vpi]] > F[u{pn] for each p £ A. Assume that AT'(0(Qo)) > 0.

Let x be a cut-off function: x = 1 on 0(go) - e/2 < 8 < 0(QO) + e/2 ; x = 0
on 0 < 0(ôo) - £ and 0 > 0(ßo) + £ ; and otherwise varies linearly. Observe

that from

F[Upi}] = mmF[Upi)],
p

we see that whenever the Q parameter of up lies outside the interval (0(ôo) -

e, 6{Qo) + e) ,the t parameter must stay bounded, say t < to-
We will move the function u in the following way: Let ^ be rotation

by angle j around the axis perpendicular to the plane spanned by Qo and

VAT(ßo) • Define

" I rt^(e(e(M,)))](4°)   ifP€A.
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It is clear that Vp'hs £ ZT and that

¿*i^i- é*/**- -b*!*«^****
-\jK**]"-j(vK-i'^>*»)é*>o

by the asymptotic formula.

Observe that the effect of the transformation T^PS\ on the {Q,t) parameter

is given by Q(T[*¥s])(u) = Ws{Q{u)), while the t parameter is unchanged.

Hence we may let vp1' = Vp ' '. vp'^ is a better competing map whose mini-

mum does not concentrate at 0 = 0(ßo). This proves Claim 2.

It follows from Claim 2 that ßo must be a local minimum.

Claim 3.   ßo cannot be a local minimum.

Proof of Claim 3. Assume that ßo is a local minimum of K, i.e., 0o = 0(ßo),

AT'(0o) = 0, and AT"(0o) > 0. We retain our notation as in the proof of Claim

2, and we will modify u^l] over the region A to construct a competing map v^

with the property that F[vpl)] = F[upl)] for all p £ Q., but that vpl) does not

concentrate near 0 = 0o. More precisely, the ß parameter of vp''> does not

enter the region TE. Choose e sufficiently small so that for 0 e (0o-£, 0o + fi),

we have AT"(0) > Ô > 0. We let vpiht = uf as before when p i A. When

p£A,let (Q(p),t(p)) denote the {Q,t) parameter of the function up'K Let

X be a cut-off function as before, and let vp,),s = T[fQ{um^l+sx^uu)^][Up^] for

p £A. Then it is again clear that »¿''''eJ and that

=   ¿logfKo(p-¡ eluf
ds       J YQ(u^),\+sx(Q{uf))

=   JKe2Vp)'s]    Jx(VK, V(., Q{uf)))e2uf > 0

by the asymptotic formula. Observe that the effect of T[cpni,,). ,.„„,„, (,),J,the

transformation on the (ß, t) parameter, is to leave the ß parameter alone

while reducing the t parameter.

Hence we may let vp = vp' ' . Then vp is a competing map with the stated

property, and Claim 3 is proved.

This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.   D

Proof of Theorem 3. Here we simply observe that the same proof as given in

[CY2] still works with the modification that all test maps take values in the

space Hx* = {u £ Hx\ jKe2u > 0} . We argue that if a maximizing sequence

of minima does not converge, then uf must concentrate at a point ßo, where

AT(ßo) > 0. As we observed in §2, the Lifting Lemma still works in this case,

thus we can proceed as before to show that at least one of the variational schemes

must converge.   D
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